
1. Payment is to be made by T/T, 50% deposit upon order confirmation, 
the balance paid before shipment. 
2. Trade term subject to Incoterm 2010: FOB-İSTANBUL/ TURKEY;  
3.This QT shall precede all the previous communications concerned 
whether in oral or verbal form between Buyer and Seller, which shall
become null and void immediately after this QT is signed. 
If any discrepancies arise between provisions of this QT and its 
annexes, the provisions of this QT will prevail. 
4.Buyer warrants any trademark, trade name, mark and drawing
provided to Seller by Buyer will not infringe any right of third party, 
and Buyer shall indemnify Seller and hold it harmless against any 
liability, expenses and losses incurred by the breach of this warranty. 
5.Buyer shall inspect the Products before shipment or upon arrival
and shall issue written notice with sufficient supporting evidences to 
Seller within fifteen (15) days of arrival at warehouse of Buyer of any 
claim for shortage or nonconformance with the terms here of. If Buyer 
fails to issue such notice, Buyer shall be deemed to waive all claims for 
such shortage or nonconformance. In this case, Buyer shall be bound to 
accept and pay for all items in accordance with the terms here of. 
A. Packing/Marks: Factory standard packing
B. Quality: Factory standard of Seller  
C. Delivery: FOB FOB-İSTANBUL/ TURKEY,  4-6 Weeks ,after all payment down 
6. Price is only for air conditioning equipment, which doesn't
include installation, commissioning or maintenance service or any trainee program. 
7.1 signed by KURUMAN Senior Manager of Overseas Business Division; and 
7.2 counter-signed by the Buyer within 5 working days after date of issuance; and 
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7.3 prepayment by T/T shall be effected within 10 working 
days after date of issuance. 
7.4 this QT shall be sent to Buyer by physical carrier or 

                                    

by email at:info@kuruman.com.tr, otherwise it does not come into legal force. 
8. Price doesn't include the charge for any certificate. If this is required,
extra pay will charge; 
9.If any intention to make any change to the QT, the Buyer shall inform         
the Seller in writting no later than 10 (ten) working days prior to the 
date of production. Otherwise any loss, cost, expenses arising out of
such change shall be borne on the Buyer's account.                                
11.Warranty period: the warranty period shall be 18 months since 
delivery date from manufacturer or Seller or 12 months after completion
of product test, whichever comes first, If the transportation, storage, 
installation, use and maintenance of the units are subject to 
Seller's instructions. Note: Spare parts (if has) associated with
Products do NOT fall within the scope of the warranty period; 
12.1 When failure occurs, user should shoot video or use video 

                             

connection to determine the failure type and offer remote assistance to repair. 
Within the warranty period, Seller only offers distance technical support; 
If failure can not be determined, fixed or cured from the video, 
Seller may send engineer to the site at Buyer's request with 
additional charges, including transportation, accommodation,

                                   

daily allowance, which should be borne by Buyer; 
12.2 When components fall down but not due to human factors,
Buyer shall send the component to TURKEY for Seller failure analysis.
If it is approved to be quality problem, Seller shall be responsible to
repair the components. If it is not able to be repaired, Seller shall 
send a new one to Buyer's office in TURKEY or to certain address
outside TURKEY appointed by Sellerwith express and charge collected 
from Buyer. Buyer shall be responsible to take the components back to 
project site for repair and Seller will not be responsible for the repair on the project site; 
12.3 When components fall down because incorrect operation without
following Seller's instruction, Seller will offer service and component

                          

with preferencial price. Labor charges should be borne by Buyer
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